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Some people think that great battleships are no use at all, that
they are only anxieties at sea and a useless burden in port. Every*
one sees this war being fought from day to day by the small craft,
and they see that the little ships have always to go ahead to protect
the big ones, so they ask, " Why have the big ones at all ? " But
this is a very superficial view. If we had not got at the present
time an unquestioned superiority in battleships, the German heavy
cruisers would come out into the Atlantic Ocean, and, without
fear of being brought to account, would be able to obstruct, if not
to arrest, the whole of the enormous trade without which we could
not live. They might make temporary bases in distant quarters
of the globe, they might establish themselves in positions where
we should have no means whatever with which to attack them,
and in this way they would soon bring about our mortal ruin.
Happily, we have far greater strength in capital ships than the
enemy ; and if at any time they break out, as they may do, we are
always ready to meet them with much larger forces and bring them,
to battle and destroy them, as we did in the isolated case of the
Graf Spee, although, of course, this would have to be on a much
larger scale. Without a superior battle fleet we could not exercise
any command of the sea, nor even keep ourselves alive in food.
During the last war we had to keep always ready 30 or 40 battle-
ships, with all their attendant squadrons and flotillas at short
notice, in order to fight a main battle with the enemy at any time.
But now this preoccupation is greatly diminished. The enemy have
only two really big ships, and they cannot attempt to form a line
of battle. We, on the other hand, have at least three, if not four,
possible lines of battle, not one of which the enemy could face in
a fought-out engagement. Therefore we are able to dispose our
ships much more widely about the oceans, and at the same time
to keep ample force at hand and always at sea ready to engage
his principal vessels should they present themselves; and it is upon
this fact that the whole of our sea control depends.
However, it must be remembered that at this moment there are
no modern battleships in action. Many are building in various
countries, but none is in commission. Through the various
Treaties into which we entered, and upon which I have sometimes
expressed my opinion in former times, all our capital ships are old.
Some have been rebuilt, but all except three were approved by me
when I was last at the Admiralty more than a quarter of a century
ago. In fact, we are fighting this war with the battleships of the
last war. This does not affect surface fighting, because our new
ships will come along as soon as theirs, and in much greater numbers.

